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Y^L"

Sir Lees Knowles, Baronet, Commander of the Royal Victorian

Order, formerly Member of Parliament for West Salford, scarcely needs

any word of introduction. Sufficient testimony to his athletic prowess

in his youth is afforded by the fact that at both Rugby School and at

Trinity College, Cambridge, he won, among other races and athletic

events, the mile and the hundred yards—a record probably unique. He

has held four challenge cups—the Rugby School Athletic cup, the Cam-

-bridge University Three-Miles and One-Mile cups, and the Amateur

Championship Half-Mile cup. While at Cambridge, where he was

president of the Cambridge University Athletic Club, he gained his

"Blue" for the three-miles, one-mile, quarter-mile, and high-jump. In

1901, Sir Lees Knowles took out the athletic team representing the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge which competed with the Universi-

-ties of M'Gill and Toronto in Canada, and of Harvard and Yale in the

United States of America. Moreover, he holds the proud distinction of

being a Dark " Blue " as well as a Light " Blue "
; for the Oxford

University Athletic Club conferred the former upon him honoris causd.

Sir Lees was well known also in the football-field, and he was invited

twice to play three-quarter back for the North of England. During

•./ : tKbfectay-visits to Germany he has made many friendships which, we

,'- . tfu^t,*rftay do something to promote the German equivalent of Ventente

' * 'tbfcttate.

C. B. Fry's Magazine,



PREFACE.

THE groundwork of this narrative appeared in an article which

I wrote some years ago for C. B. Fry's Magazine, a publication

well-known in connection with athletics and sport, and kind

permission was given for its further use. It was reproduced in a

military journal in England, and then in Heidelberg it passed through

two English editions, the second edition having a preface by a graduate

of one of the Universities of the United States of America, and a German

edition. Those editions are exhausted, and I have been invited, par-

-ticularly by Corps-Students, to bring out this new and enlarged edition,

which I hope may be well received, especially by many friends in

Germany.

As a Member of the British Olympic Council, I would commend

it, moreover, to the attention of athletes who are about to take part

in, or to assist at, the Olympic Games in Berlin.

L. K.

1913.

'i:'-^-^ i {J J



The following notice appeared in the University Magazine, which

is the mouth-piece of the Corps-Students of Germany :

—

THE readers of the Academische Monatshefte know the

contents of the booklet, just out in a second edition, entitled

* A Day with Corps-Students in Germany,' which, in our

twelfth year, Regierungsrath Gustav Gotthilf Winkel, of the Franconia

Corps, Wuerzburg, translated and brought to the notice of our readers.

The German student-fencing receives rarely from foreigners so

thorough or so complete an appreciation, based upon an exact knov/ledge

and understanding of the customs and aims of German students, as is

presented in the treatment of the subject by Sir Lees Knowles. It

will enable Englishmen, therefore, to understand and esteem our German

Student-life, and it will put to shame many a German philistine who

thinks that he can see in our fights nothing but the extreme exuberance

of youth and the remains of mediaeval rowdyism.

Academische Monatshefte*, November 1st, 1911,

Publishing Office, Starnberg,

near Munich.

* Now called the Deutsche Corpszeitung, or, German Corps Paper.
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A DAY WITH CORPS-STUDENTS

IN GERMANY.

PART I.

1HAD accepted an invitation to attend a festival at Speyer-on-the-

-Rhine, to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of a society of

Corps-students, of which, after many years' connection, I am

an honorary member.

From Speyer, I went to Heidelberg. Who has not seen this beautiful

spot ? Let him see Heidelberg, and live ! The toTSTi, with its forty

thousand inhabitants, nestles on the banks of the Neckar, at the foot

of beautifully-wooded hills ; and there, during the Thirty Years' War,

there was terrible devastation, and the Rhenish Palatinate suffered

sadly.

Immediately on arrival, the visitor wends his way up the spur of

the hill, known as the Koenigstuhl, to explore the old castle, the palace

of the old Electors, and now the Schloss of Heidelberg. Leaving the

entrance and its bridge, one sees just beyond on the left the Gesprengte

Thurm, or blasted-tower, blown up by gunpowder in 1693—a wonder

of man and of nature. Split from top to bottom through the centre,

one half has shd far down the crag into what was, in former times, the

moat below ; and one sees a section of the tower, laid bare on the side

of the crag, with walls 21 feet in thickness, and 93 feet in diameter. From

the castle the visitor passes to the great terrace, whence the view is per-

-fectly magnificent, and no wonder it aroused the enthusiasm of the

poet Joseph Victor von Scheffel in his beautiful lines, from the Trompeter

von Saeckingen, " Alt Heidelberg, du feine ".
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From the terrace, one sees the grand ruins of the castle, buried in

trees and ivy, and green, perched up on the left. Far down below runs

the River Neckar, and far beyond, on the right, stretches hill after hill,

covered with forest and greensward. There lies the town ; and

should it be evening, and the mists be rising with the pale blue smoke

of the wood-fires, one sees the lights of the Haupt Strasse, the high

street, and of the town, twinkling like myriads of fire-flies in the after-

-glow. And the Neckar winds its way into the far distance through the

rich and highly cultivated plain, till it loses itself on the horizon in the

waters of the Rhine.

My visit was not to admire Heidelberg, but to see my Corps-

-student friends of the most ancient University of the German Empire,

and on the morrow there w^as to be a Mensur, or fighting-bout.

We in England have read articles upon the use and abuse of sport,

and the arguments seem to sum themselves up into " business before

pleasure," and "health before wealth". The accusation is made against

us that we love slaughter in sport, even so far as the slaughter of time,

and that we think only of games. For us, the days of gladiators, of

bull-fights, of bear-baiting, of cock-fighting, and of duels, have passed

awa}^, and cricket, football, lawn-tennis, and golf seem to be our chief

national amusements ; but then, it is said that professionalism has killed

even these games, and that we go merely to see, and not to take part

in, them ; and it is flung at us—sportsmen, athletes, what you will

—

that each one of us is, in the term of the people's poet-laureate, a '' muddied

oaf". However that may be, many an athlete made his mark in the

war in South Africa, and amongst some of the most conspicuous were

our men of sport, our deerstalkers, our hunting-men, and our athletes

in general.

THE SCHLAEGER.

The pastime of the student in Germany is very different from that

of the student in England. Away from his work he thinks of his beer,

of his song, and of his Schlaeger, as the duelling-sword is termed. I have

taken lessons in the student-mode of fighting with the Schlaeger, and
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splendid exercise it is. My teacher had the fine title of Herr Universitaets-

-hilfsfechtlehrer, or University-assistant-fighting-instructor. In practice,

you stand with your left hand behind your back, your feet apart,

the left in advance of the right, your head in a mask, your

right arm padded, and held high in the air above your head, the

hilt of your sword as high as possible above your forehead, and the

point of your sword near to your left shoulder. The four main

strokes, made with the wrist, if I may describe them for a right-handed

man geographically, are strokes downwards north-west, north, north-

-east, and east, called Terz, Prim, Quart, and Durchzieher. The last

stroke, with the v/rist turned back so that the knuckles almost touch

the arm, is extremely difficult ; with it, unless your opponent keeps

his point well down, you run up underneath his blade, and give him a

cut under the left side of the chin, called, after the stroke, a Durchzieher,

or, literally, a pull-through. In practice, one is hearing constantly the

three cries : "Arm in die Hoehe" (arm up), ''Spitze herunter" (point

do-^Ti), and '* Abdrehen " (twist off). This twist-off, if I may so term it,

which is made in all strokes, is not easy to describe. I think, however, that

I can explain it in this way : when a fighter, with his right arm as high as

possible above his head, his right hand in the hilt above the centre of

his forehead, makes a downward stroke, merely moving the -v^Tist, he

will have the edge of his blade towards the side of his opponent's head,

and, after the cut, he will twist off the back of the blade towards his

own left, so that the edge will face his opponent, and he will bring the

point of his blade near to his own left cheek. And so, the blade of his

opponent when trying the Durchzieher, instead of passing under his

point and giving him a cut under the left side of his chin, will pass along

the outside of his blade and strike harmlessly his hilt. This is a great

art in Schlaeger-fighting ; but, it is not intended directly as a guard,

as to guard oneself, in the technical sense, is not allowed.

The blade of the Schlaeger is about three feet long, and about half

an inch broad. The entire front edge is sharp, and about a third

of the back. The blade is about the same width throughout its length
;

the end is not pointed, but its corners are rounded off.
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For an Englishman, the fighting is extremely difficult, as, being

accustomed as a rule to boxing, he is inclined to move his head, and

the slightest movement in a duel, however unintentional or accidental,

would suggest cowardice, and perhaps induce the penalty of dismissal

from his Corps, or, in other words, the student might be " sent down."

THE CORPS.

A German University differs greatly from an English University.

(There are no colleges, and the students live in personal equality with

the professors, in absolute freedom, each being his own master, except

when he breaks some University rule, when he may receive, as an

extreme punishment, confinement in the renowned University Career,

or prison. There he may live as a hero, with a bedroom and a sitting-

-room, receiving visitors, including foreigners, who bring gifts of all sorts,

and amusing himself in many ways, particularly in the ornamentation

of his cell. ^I counted once 160 names in the visitors' book of a prisoner,

a student confined for a Town-and-Gown row, as we should say at Oxford

or Cambridge.! An ordinary policeman may not arrest a student, except for

a real crime ; he may ask him only for his official University-card, from

which he can enter his name in a book, and report him to the University

authorities.
;

The students generally join themselves into societies, and the

leading societies are the Corps. Each Corps wears a distinctive coloured

Muetze, or cap, rather like a shallow staff-cap, of coloured cloth and with

a leathern peak. The Corps and their colours in Heidelberg are respec-

-tively, the Suevia, yellow : the Guestphalia, green ; the Saxo-Borussia,

white ; the Vandalia, red ; and the Rhenania, dark blue. They band

themselves together for sociability and manly exercise, in the interest

of personal and national honour. Each Corps has its Kneipe, or assembly-

-room, where the students spend lively evenings, singing and drinking,

according to written and traditional rules and customs. If a Corps is

well-to-do, it will have its Kneipe in a Corpshouse of its own, like a
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small club, with a dining and other rooms, and a large room or hall for

festive occasions. It will be full of objects of interest, including swords,

flags, cups, daguerreotypes and photographs, portraits with caps and

bands in colour, many of them gifts from members of the Corps or

from Corps in Kartell, that is, in friendly connection, of other univer-

-sities. On certain evenings a Corps will sit at its table drinking the

excellent light, frothy, German beer, and singing national songs from the

Kommersbuch, or Students' Club Song-book, a book with a wealth of

patriotic poetry of the German Fatherland and full of the praises of Wein,

Weib und Gesang, or, as we might say, of " England, home and beauty ".

It was Luther who said " wer nicht liebt Wein, Weib und Gesang, der

bleibt ein Narr sein Leben lang ". As a rule, a Corps—and there are five

in Heidelberg—contains from one to two dozen students. The three

leading men of the Semester, or term, are called the erste, the zweite,

and the dritte Chargierte, or the first, second, and third men-in-charge
;

and their respective duties are general supervision, making arrange-

-ments for duelling, and the work of honorary secretary and treasurer. )

THE ZIRKEL.

In each Corps there are so many perfected members, called Burs-

-chen. A Bursche is a student who has fought at least three duels, and

probably would be termed at Oxford and Cambridge, a '' Second-year-

-man", or a "Third-year-man" ; and the younger members of the

Corps, those who are not Burschen, are called Fuechse, or foxes.

A Fuchs in Germany corresponds nearly to a '' Freshman " in England.

Each Bursche has one or perhaps two Fuechse, by their own choice;

attached to him, and he looks after their interests, and watches their

Corps-education. They call one another Leibbursche and Leibfuchs,

and, as students of the same Corps, they use in conversation the second

person singular. The first syllable of those names corresponds, I suppose,

with the similar syllable in life-guards, and the names themselves signify

almost father and son. In his first Semester, or term, a Fuchs is called a

Crasser, and in his second he is called a Brander. Crasser means
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one who is raw, or green. We have the expression ''crass ignorance"

(crasse Unkentniss). Brander, or Brandfuchs, probably means one like

metal glowing out of the forge, or one who is quite new. In England,

a fox in the first year is called a cub, in the second year a fox, and after-

-wards an old fox, and the age of a fox is recognised by his brush.

Fuchs is Fuhs in Old High German (althochdeutsch). I am told

that it is connected with a word meaning cretin, or idiot, and so it was

applied to a freshman, or fresher, who lacked training. There is, moreover,

the English word brentfox, sometimes written brantfox or brandfox, a

species of Swedish fox, somewhat smaller than the common fox, and it

was thus named from its colour having a burnt appearance.

I have heard that formerly hair was burnt behind the ears of

Fuechse, as a distinctive mark in the event of Town-and-Gown rows.

This custom is called Fuchs-brennen. At Erlangen and at Munich,

freshmen, dressed in Kneipe-jackets and with bare heads, ride through

a gebildetes Spalier—a term used in connection with soldiers lining the

streets—^in other words, between two lines of Corpsburschen, old

members and guests, who hold in their hands Hghted birches, with

which they try to hit the freshmen riding between the lines, or, as we

should say, running the gauntlet. Sometimes the lines are thirty yards

in length. A wet towel, or a basin of water, soon puts out any

flames. The three hundred foxes of Samson were branded, when he

raided the crops of the Philistines. Ovid alludes to the tying of a lighted

torch between two foxes in order to do damage to hay and straw.

Probably, the idea came from the Phoenicians who derived it from

Samson, whose feats of strength were reflected by the Greeks and

Romans in their tales of Hercules.

An alleged derivation of Fuchs is from Fex, or the Austrian pro-

-vincialism Geek, meaning a fop or dandy, connected with the verb

fexen, to dress and behave like a fop or dandy, wearing hats, ties, &c.,

of peculiar shapes and colours. Fex, moreover, is used in Austria not

only for a dandy, but also for a person who has such a passion for some

occupation, sport, or art, that people, who do not understand his hobby,

think him foolish. For instance, Musik-fex, Berg-fex, Stall-fex, are



A FORMER SeNIOREN-CoNVENT DiENER, OR SERVANT, OF THE FIVE CoRPS,
WEARING THE SC-StUERMER AND GUARDING A SCHLAEGER OF EACH CORPS.
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people who are deeply interested in music, mountaineering, or horses.

In this sense, it gives a notion of keenness about anything, which is so

aptly conveyed in the characteristic German verb schwaermen.

A Bursche wears roimd his body a narrow band of ribbon,

distinctive of his Corps, about half an inch in width, which passes under

his coat over his right shoulder to his left side, showing itself across his

waistcoat. If he has been also in a Corps at another University he will

wear a second band, with the colours of that Corps. My particular

friends wore a band coloured green, white and black. Each University

has distinctive Corps-colours, and some have bands for the Fuechse,

differing from those of the Burschen.

Suevia. Guestphalia. Saxo-Borussia. Vandalia. Rhenavia.

The Korps-Zirkel, or Monograms, of Heidelberg.

When a student signs his name, he writes after it what is called a

Zirkel, a sort of monogram of his Corps, and after each Zirkel what we

should call a note of exclamation, and, according to his position in the

Corps, there are certain crosses, added in brackets ; for instance, if

the Corps-Student has been third-in-charge, he will make three crosses

and a dot in brackets after his Zirkel ; if he has been second-in-charge

as well, he will make three crosses, a dot, and then two crosses and a

dot ; if, later, he is the first-in-charge, he will add another cross and a

dot ; and so on, according to circumstances.

The first duty of a Fuchs is to learn these different Zirkel, the chief

feature of which is the initial letter of the particular Corps. Afterwards,

should he make a mistake in drawing one, he will find himself in trouble,

and perhaps he may be fined about ten shillings for a mistake in the

Zirkel of his own Corps, three shillings for a mistake in the Zirkel
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of a Corps in Kartell, and sixpence for any other mistake. Inasmuch

as there are more than twenty Universities, and in these Universities

about eighty Zirkel, a Fuchs has much to commit to heart. In a

Farben-Repetitorium, or a table for testing or examining Fuechse

in their knowledge, there are ninety-eight coloured illustrations

of Corps-ribands : no mean number. There are, too, numerous

minutioe, which an outsider generally would not appreciate; for

instance, in the case of the monogram of the GuestphaUa Corps,

which signifies Vivat, crescat, floreat, GuestphaUa—" May the GuestphaUa

Corps have long life, increase, and flourish "—the head of the F must

not touch the tail ; the tail of the F must cut the C in two parts ; the

cross of the F must divide only the tail of the F ; the base of the V
must be sharp, and the V must have a hoop in its final curl.

THE EVE OF THE DUEL.

The evening that I spent at the Kneipe with my Guestphalia

friends, I was received with the greatest hospitality, and my health

was drunk with a Salamander, or much the same kind of ovation that

you might receive in a masonic toast. The word is said to be derived

from " Sauft alle mit einander ", or, drink together, and one might connect

it with the celebrated paragraph eleven of the toast-rules. The evening

was a short one, as there was to be fighting the next day, and we had

not the amusement of seeing a Bierjunge, literally beer-boy, which

one sees often in a Kneipe, when one student, for amusement on some

merry occasion, challenges another in the drinking of a tankard of

beer, and an Unparteischer, or umpire, is chosen to decide which has won.

Perhaps the ancestors of Germans and Britons drank a Bierjunge in the

ark, with Noah as the umpire, and I wonder, if so, were they then

'* k tempo ". How many tankards could be filled from the Fass of

Heidelberg, the huge wine-barrel, or tun, reconstructed in the Castle by

Carl Theodore in 1751, which is said to be large enough to contain 221,726

litres, or 49,000 gallons I It is, alas, no longer in use, and it has become

the subject of the epigram, big and empty, like the tun of Heidelberg

—

gross und leer, wie das Heidelberger Fass. While we were at the
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table, there came the servant of the five Corps, wearing a peculiar cap

in rings of colours, like a cap of liberty, flat-topped and tilted forward,

called an SC-Stuermer, or Senioren-Convent Stuermer, and bringing

with him a list of the duels for the next day. This shortened the pleasure

of the evening, and made us think of the work of the morrow.

My hotel was the Prinz Karl, in the market-place, of special

interest to Britons, inasmuch as it was there that the late King

Edward VII. and Queen Alexandra met for the first time. On

Tuesday, July 25th, the morning after the Kneipe, I stood at a

quarter past six on the steps of the hotel, the sun shining brightly,

illuminating the old gothic Heilig-Geist Kirche, or Holy Ghost Church,

in which, with commendable liberality, Protestants and Roman Catholics

have held alternate services. Beyond, in the corner, was the Caf6 Ritz-

-haupt, frequented chiefly by the green and the red Corps. Frau Ritzhaupt,

the '* Zuckertante ", or Sugar-aunt, as the students called her, has gone to

her rest ; but, I remember her, and the memory of her kindness to

everyone still survives. Her successor in the management is the popular

Herr Fritz Knoesel, who like the good Zuckertante, has the honour of

using a Zirkel which is a combination of the Zirkel of the Corps

Guestphalia and of the Corps Vandalia vereint, or united.
" "

'

There was no sound but that of the birds circling round the old

castle above. Then there was a stir, and knots of students passed through

the market-place, and soon some of them came for me with the usual

punctuality of academic time, or, a quarter of an hour late, and with

earnestness of purpose. By way of parenthesis, I would add that the

akademisches Viertel, or the University quarter-of-an-hour, is well

understood : so, if a lecture is fixed for a certain hour, the students

will attend it a quarter of an hour later than the hour named, and the

lecture will last for three quarters of an hour. If, however, a lecture

is fixed '' sine tempore," meaning without the University quarter-of-an-

-hour, the students will attend it punctually at the hour named, and the

lecture will last for an hour. The latin word " cum," meaning vnth,

is always understood, unless " sine," meaning without, is written.

Pressure at the end of a term may induce a professor to lecture for an

hour. " Dies academicus " is the expression used for a holiday.
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THE HIRSCH-GASSE.

My friends brought a carriage and pair, and we drove rapidly through

the gate, marked by the bullets of 1799, over the old bridge across the

Neckar, so well known from the beautiful picture of J. M. W. Turner,

R.A., the celebrated English landscape painter who flourished between

1775 and 1851, and especially from the engraving of it, made in

1846 by T. A. Prior. Over the bridge, we turned to the right,

drove about 100 yards, and then turned to the left up a narrow

lane, the renowned Hirsch-Gasse, and stopped at the Wirtshaus

"zum Hirschen", or the Stag Tavern, famous for duels. Up

the steps, and up the stairs, we entered a low, old-fashioned ante-room,

with a larger and loftier room beyond. In this ante-room was a flat

square sheet of lead, with the edges slightly turned up—a lead bath—for

future operations. On tables one saw innumerable bandages of all shapes,

and of all sizes ; chamois-leather, cotton-wool, black silk, guards for the

eyes, guards for the nose, guards for the ears, guards of all sorts, and

black strings with which they could be tied. These guards are used only

for the covering of old woimds, which, if re-opened, would be dangerous,

or where the parts of wounds have not reunited, or where the bone is

split. The room beyond—the duelling-room—was about 50 feet long,

30 feet wide, and 30 feet high. There were windows on three sides of

it, and, as if the top-floor had been removed, there were small windows

looking into it apparently from rooms above the ante-room. The floor

was bare, and round three sides were strong wooden tables and chairs.

I was the only visitor. The other occupants of the room were all

members of the five Corps, and they kept together in their distinctive

groups. There were, however, spectators who tried to peer through the

windows from the outside, and there were one or two spectators who

had evidently made arrangements with the landlord of the tavern to look

down into the duelling-room from the rooms above the ante-room. On

these occasions the Corps keep apart, and even a visitor attached to one

Corps should not, according to etiquette, associate with another Corps.

10
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As I entered, the members of the green Corps came up to me clapping

their heels together, each taking off his cap and bowing, and bending

so low that he showed the parting at the back of his head. All this was

done most ceremoniously, and I shall never forget the first time—in

years gone by—when some student whose acquaintance I had not made,

introduced himself as usual and greeted me in this way, saying in

German, "My name is So-and-so"—and, I had no idea what he was

saying to me. Such formality, and much formality, is exercised to a

great extent everywhere, especiallj% for instance, at the concerts, given

frequently in the castle-garden, or in the town-garden, where each

Corps has its own table with its Corps-Zirkei placed upon it. I was

somewhat surprised, therefore, and pleased, when an Alter Herr, or

old member, of the red Corps came and spoke to me in excellent English.

He had represented Germany at the Embassy in Washington, and he

was then living in Berlin, interesting himself in German colonisation.

BURSCHEN AND FUECHSE.

As regards duels in general, a Fuchs fights for ten so-called minutes,

and in order to win his band and become a Bursche, he must distinguish

himself three times in fighting. The decision as to his fighting is made

the evening after it, or the next day, at a meeting of all the Burschen of

his own Corps, the youngest Bursche at the meeting giving his decision

first, and so upwards to the senior. Burschen, as proper representatives

of a Corps, generally fight for fifteen minutes duels which are called

p.p. Suiten—that is to say, pro patrid fights.

Every week during the term a meeting is held of all the second-

-men-in-charge of the Corps in the University, who arrange the duels.

The picture of the Schlaeger-fight, or Mensurbild, is the duelling-

-picture of the Winter Term, 1909-10. The two opponents in it were

the best fighters of the term : the one on the left is Herr v. Bismarck, a

Saxo-Borusse, the taller on the right is Freiherr v. Maltzahn, a Vandale

and the then First-in-Chargo of his Corps. The student standing before
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the duelling-surgeon (Paukarzt), who is wearing a surgical white coat,

is Herr Otto Neuber (named after his godfather, the great Bismarck),

the third best fighter of all the Heidelberg S-C, a Westphale, and the

then First-in-Charge of his Corps, who is acting as an umpire. The

other portraits are those of the S-C, or Senioren-Convent, of Heidelberg.

THE DUEL.

When the two combatants are face to face in a duel, the umpire

says, " Silentium fuer die (. . .) Partie der p.p. Suite Suevia contra Guest-

'phalia ", which means, " Silence for the such-and-such bout of the

pro patrid fight. Corps Suevia versus Corps Guestphalia". Thereupon,

the second of the combatant whose Corps has challenged, or has arranged

the duel, cries out, " Auf die Mensur, fertig .' ", and the other second

adds ^' Los ! "
: or, as we might say in England, " Are you ready ?

Are you ready ? Go !
".

After a hit, the second of the man who has made it, will ask, " Herr

Unparteischer, darf ich bitten druehen nachsehen zu lassen f ", in effect,

"Mr. Umpire, may I ask you to allow an examination of the opponent ? ".

The surgeon then comes and examines the cuts, and tells the number

of them to the second of the wounded man, who declares them to the

umpire, for instance, as follows, " Herr Unparteischer, auf unserer

Seite sitzt ein (or more) Blutiger". That is to say, ** Mr. Umpire, we

have one cut (or more)". A " Blutiger " means a cut that bleeds, and

whether it bleeds or not is decided by the surgeon. If no blood flows,

after he has wiped it three times with cotton-wool, a cut does not count

as a Blutiger.

WOUNDS.

Sometimes it is difficult to decide whether a wound is a single or a

double one—a wound of one or of two, or more, strokes—and this is left

to the umpire, who gives his decision as, for instance :
'' Silentium !

Sitzt ein (or more) Blutiger auf der Seite von Suevia^', or, such-and-such

a side has one cut, or more.

12
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The fight is thereupon resumed until a new cut is declared, or until

a combatant receives a cut which is, in the opinion of the surgeon,

dangerous to life, e.g., a bone split, or the temples injured, when the

second of the wounded man declares, " Herr Unparteischer, wir er-

-klaeren die Ahfuhr ", or, " Mr. Umpire, we admit our man is knocked

out". The umpire then certifies, for example, as follows :
" Silentium !

Erklaert Suevia die Ahfuhr nach . . . minuten'\ or, *^ The Suevia Corps

admit their man knocked out in so many minutes". And, so the duel

ends.

The minutes of a duel are not marked by a watch, but the rounds

are counted by the umpire, who allows so many seconds per round, until

fifteen minutes can be reckoned. There may be, perhaps, five to seven

strokes per combatant in each Gang, or round, and the umpire, according

to his fancy, writes down so many seconds per round in his notebook,

until the surgeon stops the fight, or the arranged number of minutes

for fighting are completed.

In a University there is, as well as the Court of Honour, what is

called the " S.C." or Senioren-Convent, in other words an. assembly

composed of the three first men-in-charge of each Corps in the

University, or their representatives. The Senioren-Convent keeps a book

about its affairs, and another about duelling, and each Corps circulates

information among its members who have left the University, or, as we

say, gone down.

SECONDS AND UMPIRES.

Towards seven o'clock a.m. there appeared from the ante-room

two figures swathed in bandages, their heads and faces apparently alone

unprotected, except with metallic guards over the eyes, bound by

narrow leathern strips crossing the ears, and buckled behind the head.

These were students prepared for the fray. They looked very much

like men in diving-dress. They took up a position facing one another

at the end of the room, where the floor was strewn with sawdust. Two

13
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seconds stepped forward, one from the Corps of either duellist, and

separated the bodies of the two opponents by the length of the swords

which they themselves carried. Thus separated, the two combatants

took up a fighting position, their left hands behind their backs, and their

right arms stretched straight up in the air. The seconds stood at right

angles on either side of the combatants, with their swords at right

angles to the other swords, their legs extended, so that their right feet

met about the centre of the battleground, their left legs stretching out

behind and their bodies and heads, protected with guards, well thrown

back. At a short distance, equidistant from the seconds, was the umpire,

chosen by the Corps arranging the duel from a Corps not actively

interested, with his notebook in his hand.

SUFFERING PAIN WITHOUT A WINCE.

When all was ready one heard the cry " Los ! ", in effect, '' Go !
".

Then there was a tremendous battle. The swords seemed to fly down-

-wards and bend over the heads of the two antagonists. In a twinkling,

after about seven strokes, there was a loud cry of " Halt !
"

,
the

swords of the combatants at the same time being struck up by the

swords of the seconds. A claim was then made by one of the seconds.

The umpire stepped forward, looked at the head of the man who had

been hit, and, finding the cut, examined it with cotton-wool, which he

threw into sawdust, and taking off his cap to the hitter, made a mark

in his notebook, and resumed his position. The fighting went on again,

and presently, blood streaming down both faces and on to the floor, a

more effective hit was made, and, after the word " Halt ! ", one heard

the call " Herr Doctor". The Corps-surgeon, dressed in a white coat,

and looking like an umpire in a cricket-match, stepped forward and

examined the wound. In such a case, if the wound is dangerous, the

surgeon stops the fight ; if it is merely serious, the fight is resumed.

Every now and then, when the fighting was temporarily stopped,

a friend would chalk a combatant's gloves, and straighten his sword-

-blade, holding the metal in lint moistened with some antiseptic. At the
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same time, the fighting-arm of each combatant would be held up by a

friend, straight out on a level with his shoulder, in order to give it rest,

as the padding made of silk is heavy, and to allow of the passage of air :

this is called Testieren. Once a fight ended, the combatants would

repair to the ante-room, and, dressed in brown mackintoshes, sit in

turn upon a chair in the lead-bath, to be treated by the surgeon. There

one saw their wounds, and the surgeon cutting hair, washing open

gashes and inserting stitches, while the students who were being operated

upon were smiling, and suffering all the pain without a wince.

12,000 STITCHES A YEAR.

As soon as the combatants in one duel had been treated surgically,

another duel began, and this went on from seven o'clock in the morning

till twelve noon. The work of the surgeon must be enormous. If we

calculate that the students fight on two days a week for perhaps thirty

weeks, and about ten duels per day, we find in effect that 1,200 students,

assuming that each fights only once, take part in fights in a year. This

is, of course, merely for calculation—moreover, a student fights more

than once—, and it is considerably below the mark. If we take ten

stitches per student—a very moderate number—the surgeon will make

12,000 stitches in a year. I was told that the surgeon had made in

three years 85,000 Nadeln, or stitches.

The pluck of the German student is enormous. One gash, received

without a grimace, opened a man's head about the width of a

thumb, and required fourteen stitches, which were inserted without

a sign of pain. The spectators took during the intervals light refresh-

-ments and Schorle-Morle, wine and mineral water mixed, but not beer.

The name of this mixture is said to be derived from the days of

Napoleon the First, and a corruption of toujours Vamour, or, love for ever.

Sometimes, but very rarely, these duels end fatally ; in such a case,

it is generally in consequence of some subsequent indiscretion. Occa-

-sionally duels are fought ^dth a sabre, or with a pistol. These are the

really very serious duels allowed by a Court of Honour, and are fought

without guards.
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I have heard it said that the students keep open their sears artificially,

but this is not so. They have enough scars to show without using

artificial means, and constantly one sees students who have fought in

duels walking about in the streets of the town wearing a soft silk cap,

which, when a man has received a gash, is allowed in the place of the

Muetze, or the Stuermer. It is not, however, the rule to walk about

in public wearing bandages. Moreover, should a student act contrary

to the surgeon's instructions he will be fined, and should he rub off even

a little blood, which may be congealed on the wound, it may cost him a

pound.

It is contrary to rule, or custom, at the same time, for Corps-students

to be photographed with their scars fresh upon them, and the only

illustrations not of Heidelberg-life, here produced, are the two pictures

of combatants before and after a duel.

This may not be sport from an English point of view. What an

Englishman notices at once, when he visits Germany, are the Schmisse, or

gashes, on the faces of the students—the result of duelling. But, this

form of exercise is essential for the German Corps-student. It teaches

him self-defence, and it makes Spartans of a military nation. The

motto of our British Amateur Athletic Association, freely translated

from the Greek, is, " The first thing for athletes is to keep themselves

in good training", and, as we at Oxford and Cambridge have our ways

of keeping ourselves in good training, so have my friends the Corps-

-students of Germany in general, and of Heidelberg in particular theirs,

and I wish them—to use their own expression—Waffenschwein—or, the

best of luck !

I must add that on the particular day at Heidelberg to which I refer, I

saw only one kind of Schlaegermensuren, or fights with the Schlaeger,

namely, the pro patrid Suiten ; but, there are other kinds, as, for instance,

the fights known as Bestimmungsmensuren, and also those known as Con-

-trahagen. Bestimmungsmensuren are what might be termed matched

fights in which the combatants are chosen by the second-in-charge of

each Corps in accordance only with skill, and without any thought

of offence or disagreement between the combatants, or their
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Corps. Such matches are arranged at a meeting of all the seconds-

-in-charge of the particular University, whose main object is to bring

together pairs of fighters who are of equal skill, p.p. Suiten are

fought when two Corps have some grudge one against the other, the

Corps which has taken exception to some word or deed challenging

the offending Corps to a p.p. Suite of some definite number of Partien,

that is, in effect, to a fight on behalf of all they hold dear with so many

representatives, generally as many as the offended Corps has Corps-

-burschen. In p.p. Suiten the first, second, and third-in-charge of a

Corps fight the corresponding men-in-charge of the other Corps, and the

Corps-burschen are matched as evenly as possible by the two seconds-

-in-charge. Fuechse are not allowed to fight in them. These p.p. Suiten

may be between Corps of different Universities, a by no means rare

occurrence.

Bestimmungsmensuren are fought, in the language of the students,

"mit Muetzen", that is, with caps, whereas the other two kinds of

duels are fought *'ohne, ohne", or in lengthened form, ''ohne Binden,

ohne Bandagen ", which may be interpreted, without wraps or wrappings.

These expressions are now only fictitious, being a relic of times when the

combatants fought without goggles. Then, in Bestimmungsmensuren

mit Muetzen, or with Caps, the combatants wore caps with heavy

peaks, such as are now worn by the seconds.

The most serious fights with the Schlaeger are the Schlaeger-

-Contrahagen, derived from the French word contraire, meaning hostile,

lasting fifteen counting-minutes, and about forty-five rounds, arranged

by the Court of Honour, when the insults, or, I might almost say, the

excuses for fighting, do not warrant the use of sabres. Contrahagen are

fights in settlement of a personal quarrel. If a student offends another

student, he may be challenged to such a fight according to the gravity

of the offence, or insult, with Schlaeger, Sabre or Pistol.

Of course, in different Universities there are many variations of

detail in the preliminaries of a duel and in the words of command, etc.
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The Koesener S.C, or Koesener Senioren-Convent; is a Society of

the Delegates of Student-Corps of Universities which meets at Whit-

-suntide annually in the town Koesen near Naumburg in Thuringia.

The particular University, of which the Senioren-Convent has the

presidency of the Congress, is called the Vorort. Koesen is the place

where the meetings and debates take place : it is the seat of the

Koesener Congress. The presidency lasts for the twelve months from

the end of one Koesener Congress until the next, and passes alpha-

-betically from one University to another. Further particulars with

regard to this important Society v/ill be given later.
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UNSERN GRUSS ZUVOR !

PART II.

" First of all, we send you our greeting '', such is the polite salutation

of German Corps-Students to their friends, and such is mine to my
readers !

I have been asked to illustrate further, as an outsider, or, as the

ancient Greeks would say, as a barbarian, my experiences of Corps-

-Student life, and I have much pleasure in taking this opportunity of

doing so.

Germany is the land where the pressure of the hand is the bond of a

friend—wo Eide schwoert der Druck der Hand. " Treu und fest " is a

secret of German friendship, and I might translate that into, once a

friend always a friend, faults or no faults. '' I know how hard it is to

find a friend", wrote Lessing, " and if you drop one the moment that he

has made a mistake, you may be seeking all your life, and never have

one". Throw a stone into a pond, and the circles widen and widen

continuously from the centre, and so it is with friendship in Germany.

Thus, having made a friend of a Corps-Student on a May-day

in 1888—and his portrait is shown with Muetze and Band—my
circles of friendship have extended as the years have rolled on. It

was after I had taken my degree at Cambridge. I did not speak German,

and my friend did not speak EngHsh ; but we made a tour to Neuchatel

at Whitsuntide (Pfingst-Spritze), talking French. On another occasion,

I left Rochefort in Belgium, changing my train nine times on the

journey, to join him at Jena and to hear a speech delivered by

the great Bismarck, upon whom afterwards we made a formal

call. My friend and I parted, determined each to learn the other's

language, and we carried out our determination.
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Another student, whom I met at that time, wrote to me some years

afterwards, reminding me of our long friendship, and he said, " 1 want

you to accept a position which in Germany we regard almost as

one of relationship ; will you be Godfather for my little one ? ". I

accepted the invitation with pleasure, and I asked whether it was a boy

or a girl. The reply came that the Klapperstorch had not yet arrived, and

then I wondered whether it would bring one or more blessings on its

arrival. Now, I have a charming German godchild (Taufpatchen) , by

name Angelika. I give her gewgaws, and she soothes me with cushions

of her own handiwork, at Christmas.

I remember on August 3rd, 1891, being present at the breaking-up

(Abschieds-Kneipe) of the Guestphalia Corps. The follov/ing evening

there was an illumination of the Castle (Schlossbeleuchtung), which we

all admired from boats, tied together, floating down from Ziegelhausen.

The next evening there was a torchlight-procession (Fackelzug)

through the town, each Corps headed by three or four representatives

dressed in full gala-dress (in Wichs), or, in French, en grande tenue, in

slang we might say in full fig, (in vollem Wichs), an old-world costume

—

buff pantaloons, high Hessian boots, coats braided and embroidered with

colours, baldricks or sashes, and jaunty caps, and wearing swords—who

carried banners and torches through the town. The portrait, in Wichs,

is that of Herr Max Luerman, recently the 3rd, 2nd, and Ist-in-Charge,

and now an alter Herr, of the Vandalia Corps. Later, we all met

in the Hirschgasse, which is, I believe, outside the radius of the

Police of Heidelberg,—for it must be remembered that fighting is

not legally recognized—,and there we held a breaking-up gathering

of the five Corps, numbering, with their old members, about 200 Univer-

-sity men. The large room at the Hirsch (Stag) Tavern was bedecked with

arms, antlers, cups, ribbons, festoons, garlands, etc. There were four

tables arranged parallel to one another, and a cross-table at the top of

the room assigned by tradition to the Guestphalia Corps. Of course,

there was music, and the beer appeared to be more frothy than usual.
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To me, the most interesting ceremony was the singing of the Song of

the Father, or Ruler, of the Land (Landesvater Lied). It was a great

compliment to be invited to the Abschieds-Commers of the Corps. I

believe that foreigners are not now admitted. And, it was still a greater

compliment to be invited to take part in this special song. Notice of

this, and of other songs, was proclaimed by the swordbearing officers of

each Corps, who gave each time three hard whacks with the flat of the

sword on the ends of the tables, which showed many signs of splitting. I

was seated about the centre of the table among my particular friends, when

the singing began. Two senior members of the Corps w^ent to one end, and

two to the other end, of our table. Each pair stood behind a pair, one

behind one student, and the other behind the other student opposite to

him. Then the four toasted one another after clinking their glasses.

Thereupon, the two seniors gave the two juniors each a sharp-pointed

sword, and during the singing of the following verse, which I have

translated freely, each junior pierced his own cap, pressing it down

towards the hilt, with the sword which he held in his left hand, and then

crossed and recrossed his blade, marking time with the blade of his

friend opposite.

Nimm den Becher ! wackrer Zecher,

vaterlaendschen Trankes voU !

Nimm den Schlaeger in die Linke,

bohr' ihn durch den Hut und trinke :

Auf des Vaterlandes Wohl !

Raise the goblet, valiant reveller,

Bacchus shall thy courage seal !

Take the Schlaeger in the left hand

—

Pierce with it thine helm, and upstand

pledging thy dear Country's weal !

There were about eight caps on the blade when the sword reached

me, and my friends were delighted w^hen I ran it through my hat, placed

on the top of their caps. The singing continued, the ceremony was

reversed, and the caps one by one were returned to their owners. Then,
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each of us was given a small bouquet of flowers, with silver-paper round

the stems, which was thrust through and worn in the hole which had

been made by the sword.

The friend opposite who sang the song with me has passed away,

dying at the early age of twenty-two, in the December following this

happy meeting; but, I still possess a beautiful casket made of wood, decora-

-ted with roe-deer antlers, on the underside of the lid of which is the top of

my hat under glass, with its bouquet of blue cornflowers and red roses,

flowers emblematic of Germany and England, still thrust through it,

and on the lid is the following inscription, characteristic of the

inscriptions of all dedications made by student-friends.

Julius Pickhardt ^iHLv^'

s/l
^-

Lees Knowles, M.P.,

z. fr. Erg. an den

Abschieds-Commers der Heidelberger Corps

atn 5 August 1891

S. 18 ^ 91 S.

This inscription means that my friend made a dedication to his

dear (seinem lieben) companion, in friendly remembrance (zur freund-

-lichen Erinnerung) of the breaking-up of the Heidelberg Corps on

August 5th, 1891, the Summer-term (S. S., or Sommer Semester,) of

the University of Rupertus Carolus (R. C).

Above its coat of arms (Wappen), wherever engraved, are

inscribed the name of the particular Corps with the addition " sei's

Panier ! ", which is an expression of a wish, or a prayer, that such and

such a Corps may be your Standard, or rallying-point.

The next day we met again at the Hirschgasse at noon, when there

was less ceremony and more frivolity, the Corps fraternizing with one

another, and in the afternoon the Fuechse, according to an amusing

custom, rode their chairs as if they were horses down the lane to the

river, where some at least of the steeds were, if I may use a semi-

-technical expression, broken to water.
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In the evening, at the Kneipe of the Westphalen, I was given a black

jacket with green and white facings, just as one might wear in England an

embroidered smoking-coat. Before me on the table was a piece of felt,

and on it a glass beer-cup, or tankard, with a metallic lid. One often

sees such pieces of felt in Germany inscribed §11, which means paragraph

eleven of the beer-drinking rules of etiquette. The particular rule

may be translated, " keep it up" (es wird fortgesoffen). The metallic lids

of the tankards bore inscriptions, and round the edges were indentations,

each representing that the owner had fought a duel. These indentations

thinned from the rim towards the centre, and on the inner side where

these cuts tapered were, in some cases, a cross for a victory, or a dot

where a wound had been received. The lids too, it must be remembered

are often the cause of penalties which are marked in chalk on the penalty-

-board. If you leave your lid upright, it signifies that you want your

tankard refilled : but, it must be empty. A student who has not broken

a rule is described as bierehrlich, or drinking-fair.

I remember that in years gone by I was surprised at the small

amount of smoking. On the particular occasion of which I am thinking,

only two of the seventeen members present smoked the old-fashioned

German pipe, and German cigars seemed to be preferred to other kinds of

tobacco.

Seldom did I see the students playing cards ; but, if one saw three

Germans at a table playing cards, it was almost invariably the game of

Skat. Even now that game does not seem to have been superseded by

the game of Bridge. It requires much ingenuity and skill, and in it the

value of the cards is in the order, spades, hearts, clubs, and diamonds

(Pique, Herz, Kreuz, Carreau).

Picture-postcards are still in vogue in England. I remember them

in Germany long before they were known elsewhere. The German

word for them is Ansichtskarten. The students often send such cards

when they are spending happy times together, calling them as a rule,

Bierkarten, or Weinkarten. When such cards are sent they are signed

by each of those present, for instance, with such a greeting as Besten Gruss
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Ihr Karzergenosse (best wishes from your Karzer, or

Students'-prison, companion), and if anyone signing his name does

not know personally the friend to whom the card is addressed, he adds

some such expressions as the following :

—

Gruss erlaubt sich (so-and-so allows himself to add

greetings).

Bittet sich anschliessen zu duerfen (so-and-so begs to

join in the greetings).

Unbekannt besten Gruss (so-and-so, although unknown,

sends greetings).

I remember such a card being sent by two Corps-students to the

Right Honourable Arthur James Balfour. Mr. Balfour apparently did

not understand the Beer-card custom, and he consulted the late Professor

Max Mueller, of Oxford University. I did not see the reply which was

sent ; but, I fancy that the learned German Oxford Professor did not

appreciate the compliment so highly as the popular British politician

from Cambridge. The card read as follows :

—

d. 29. VII. 92.

Zwei deutsche Corpsstudenten erlauben sich ehrerbietigst

auf das Wohl des grossen Staatsmannes Ihr Glas zu leeren.

Two German Corps-students are allowing themselves in the

highest esteem to empty their glasses to the health of the great

Statesman. July 29th, 1892.

One interesting custom obtains when there is a question of the

payment of some small account. For instance, if students are taking

beer together, probably they will call for dice-boxes, and decide as to

payment by throws of the dice. The students' word for throwing the

dice is Knobeln or Ausknobeln, and a dice-box is, in student-language,

a Knobel-Becher. The spelling of my name offers a difficulty in

pronunciation when I am abroad. Those who do not remember that in

England many words are spelt in one way and pronounced in another,

pronounce it as if it were a German name spelt Kenobless, instead of as

if spelt Nohls, and the students often made a jest of it in connection

with throwing the dice. It is usual to play for matches, and whoever
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wins them wins the game. There are many throws, or, as the students

call them, Tournuren. I remember many, but it is not necessary to

give more than two illustrations. For instance, there is the throw

called, when translated, the "highest house-number" (hoechste

Hausnummer). Each student throws alternately the three dice

from the box. If a thrower turns up a 6, he chooses that for the

hundred-place. If he turns up three ones, naturally he chooses 1 for the

unit-place. If, having already filled the hundred-place, in the second

throw with only two dice, he turns up another 6, he chooses that

for the ten-place. The remaining throw, with only one diC; will fill

the unit-place; so, his "highest house-number" would be 666. An

opponent throwing anything less than that number would lose. This

game may be varied : for instance, the lowest house-number may be

chosen, or the throw may be with a choice of the spots on the under-

-side of the dice, when the game would be dice " turned-round ", or

umgedreht.

Another illustration is that of the " naked sparrow " (nackter

Spatz), or, one might call it, the plain pip, which is a throw with one

die, and the object of it is to throw number one. Of course, there are

many expressions connected with dice, and if there has been a mischance

in throwing, one hears " it has touched flesh " (es hat Fleisch gehabt).

" a foul " (abgefasst), or some other such expression. The first of these

expressions is used when the dice do not fall evenly on the table, for

instance, when one recoils, or when one sticks on edge in the dice-box,

and will not roll out. The boxes are generally made of leather.

In this connection, it may be of interest to state that, instead of

tossing-up with a coin for precedence as we do in England, students

often, to decide some question of doubt, use their hands in this manner :

two students will stand opposite to one another, and make a Stone,

or Paper, or Scissors (Stein, Papier, or Scheere), by extending the hand

with a closed fist, or an open hand with the fingers joined together, or

an open hand with the fingers two and two apart. If A makes paper

when B makes a stone, then A wins, because paper envelops a stone.

If A makes scissors when B makes a stone, then B wins, because a stone
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grinds scissors. If A makes scissors when B makes paper, then A wins,

because scissors cut paper : and, so on. This is called aussteinen.

Naturally, where there is so much young blood, there must be an

outlet for high spirits. I remember a rather amusing joke that was

played upon me by a friend to whom I have already referred, a student

of the Guestphalia Corps, Heidelberg, and of the Misnia Corps, Leipzig.

One day he presented me with a cardboard-notice, which he must have

picked up himself. The printed inscription upon it was :

—

" Mit heutigen Tage verlegte ich mein Drogengeschaeft in das

eigene Haus, direkt gegenueber "
: in other words, a Chemist had

removed his business to the opposite side of the street, and this was his

notice.

My friend had inscribed on it :

—

nach einer froh durchzechten Nacht,

hast Du Dir dieses mitgebracht
; |

als dann nach einer schlimmen Nacht

hast Du an Dieses nicht gedacht !

Darum mein Freund schick'ich's von hier

an Signor Lees als Souvenir !

Du magst es wenden, magst es drehen,

Es ist von beiden Seiten schoen !

In other words, my friend wished me to believe that we had so

much enjoyed ourselves that I had absolutely forgotten that I had

collected somebody else^s property. This is only one of the small illus-

-trations of the jests which friends play upon one another.

Frequently have I been asked if the students in Great Britain are

as light-hearted (fidel), and as mindful of those who have gone before

them (Alte-Herren) as are the students in Germany. It is doubtful

(zweifelhaft).

With regard to the power of the Public Authorities within their

radius, to which some reference has been made, I remember a Fuchs,

acting as a fag, paying ten marks for his Bursche who had broken a

letter-box, and an entry against him had been made by the Police that

he should not be allowed to pass his examination until the fine had been

paid.
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The boys in the streets showed always their admiration for Corps-

-students, and their friends, following them and singing a chorus of which

I have tried to give a translated idea. Of course, they were clever enough

to change in their song the name of the Corps, the member or friend of

which they were extolling at the moment, and they got their reward.

" Juchheirassasa ! und' Guestphalen sind da,

' Guestphalen sind lustig, sie rufen ' hurra '
!
".

The word juchheirassasa is derived probably from the verb jauch-

-zen to shout with joy, and also it may be connected with the inter-

-jections juchhe and heisa, which are equivalent to huzza.

These lines are derived from a soldiers' song, sung in honour of

Fieldmarshal Bluecher.

The modern version is as follows :

—

Was blasen die Trompeten ? Husaren heraus !

Es reitet der Feldmarschall im fliegenden Saus
;

Er reitet so freudig sein mutiges Pferd,

Er schwinget so schneidig sein blitzendes Schwert.

Juchheirassasa ! und die Deutschen sind da,

Die Deutschen sind lustig, sie rufen Hurra !

What are sounding the trumpets ? Hussars to attack !

See the Fieldmarshal riding full tilt with his pack !

On his high-metalled steed, with a beam in his eye,

He swings his keen sword like a flash in the sky.
,

Hip, hip, hip, hurrah ! And, 'tis Prussians they are :

The Prussians are jovial, they're shouting " huzza !
".

The tune is a popular air (Volksweise) of 1809, for a March (Marsch-

-maessig), and the words were composed by E. M. Arndt, in 1813.

Although the word Deutschen (Germans) appears in modern song-books,

I suspect that the word Preussen (Prussians) was simg originally, the

song being in their honour, and so I have translated the first verse and

chorus.

The name Hussar, I have read, is derived from the Hungarian

word " husz," twenty, and " ar," a small holding, which as a
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land-measure corresponds to an acre. During the wars of Frederick

the Great, many Hussar-regiments were raised, and six still exist. Of

these, the fifth, the Prince Bluecher von Wahlstatt Hussar Regiment,

—

Husaren-Regiment Fuerst Bluecher von Wahlstatt (Pommersches)

No. 5—, celebrated on the same occasion, the 150th anniversary

of its formation and the Silver-jubilee as its Honorary Colonel of the

late King Edward VII. The Bluecher Hussars, No. 5, are garrisoned at

Stolp and form, with the Horse-Jaeger Regiment No. 4, the 35th

Cavalry-Brigade of the 17th Army-Corps.

King Edward VII. was not only the Colonel-in-Chief of the Bluecher

Hussars, but he was also Colonel-in-Chief of the 1st Prussian Dragoon

Guards. At his death, King George V. succeeded to the Colonelcy of

the 1st Prussian Dragoon Guards, and Queen Mary to the Colonelcy

of the Bluecher Hussars.

It may be of interest to refer here to the Anglo-German alliance of

three centuries celebrated recently at Heidelberg. Princess Elizabeth

Stuart, daughter of James the First of England was married there to

Frederick, the Fifth Count Palatine, in 1613. The union left its mark

upon Europe, for almost every crowned head to-day is a descendant

directly, or collaterally, of the Princess and of the Count, to whom
Shakespeare referred as one of the suitors for the hand of Portia, in

"The Merchant of Venice''.

I have noticed that in recent years there have been considerable

changes, and one thing that struck me is the greater knowledge of

Foreign languages. When first I went to Heidelberg, it was seldom

that I found a student who knew English ; now, I may say that it is

seldom that I find one who does not know English.

It is said in Germany that it is impossible to translate the word

*^ slang ", unless Schnack be the equivalent. The meaning of the word

is well understood in England, although its origin is uncertain ; it

is supposed to come from the Gypsies.

It has been remarked recently by a celebrated actor that nothing

is more appalling to one who loves and has studied the English speech

than the increasingly slipshod way in which it is used by the majority

of people nowadays. The beautiful music of its words is too often
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marred by a slovenly clipping and slurring. Some stupid piece of slang

is used to express a dozen ideas. He was no enemy of good slang, ex-

-pressive virile slang, used in the right way : but, when slang was merely

the lazy substitute for choosing the approximate word, it was rotten,

using that word appropriately.

I presume that the equivalent word in French is argot. If there be no

slang in Germany, there are many expressions known as student-words

(Studenten-Woerter) which are of interest : for instance, Schwamm

drueber a Joe Miller, 'Fax" a Corps-servant, das Lokal the face, Back-

-fisch a young girl or *' flapper ", Fri-ra for Frisiren-rasiren or hair-cut

and shave, Katzenjammei a caterwauhng headache, equivalent to "hot-

-coppers ", Knickebein a mixture of liqueurs, which induces a crab-like

walk, Angst-Rohr for Cylinder a top-hat, etc. Angst-Rohr means in

effect, funk-tube or anxiety-hat, because it was worn in old times

during examinations.

The rules of toasting are very strict, and there are many penalties

for breaches of them. A quaint phrase in response to the toast of

your health is " Ich loeflle mich '\ or, " I sip back ". A frequent

expression with a sip is the Latin word prosit, which is the

wish that it may be propitious. The word is pronounced, as if spelt

in English, prohst. If someone thus toasted is unable at the moment

to return the compliment with a sip, he says merely " prosit," in return.

Later, he himself will toast the toaster by name, adding ich Komme nach,

or, I return the compliment, and he may join the name of a third party,

saying also " prosit " to him. If you drink without proposing a

toast, you may be called selfish, in euphonious terms in den Bauch

getrunken. " Dregs for the wicked " (Rest den Gottlosen), I

have heard as an exclamation on emptying a glass. Beer is

the usual beverage of a student, and one of the well-known German

comic picture-papers gives a funny illustration of this in what it

describes as " an unique specimen." A student is sitting at a table in

the garden of an inn, and a small boy runs to his father, the innkeeper,

telling him that the student has ordered ** a glass of milk." " Where is

he ? ", cries the father, " I must have a good look at him ".
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After beer, perhaps the most celebrated thirst-quencher is Bowie,

a word adopted from the English word howl, as in punch-bowl,

akin to our Cup. It is a cold drink, generally ladled from china into

glass, made of light wine, mineral water, liqueur and fruit. Peach,

strawberry, or pine-apple Bowie is delicious.

In England we have the celebrated cup " Negus," made of wine,

water, nutmeg and lemon-juice, and named after a Colonel of the reign

of Queen Anne. But our Cups are not so refreshing or so general, I

think, as are the Bowlen of Germany. If champagne were drunk, the

students were patriotic in choosing German brands, and of these I

remember such names as Oppmann, Rheingold, Kupferberg, and

Deinhardt.

The sweets of Germany, moreover, are renowned. Who does not

like Marzipan ? And I can recommend too, among other tasty morsels

made by the pastry-cook, a sort of open damson-tart called by the

tricky word, Zwetschenkuchen. In fact, the Conditorei, a superior kind

of confectioner's shop, has a distinct position in German life.

A bread, worthy of mention, is Bretzel, a kind of biscuit-cracknel,

dark brown and hard outside, white and floury inside, generally fashioned

into shapes resembling the treble noose, or knot, of Staffordshire. The

town of Speyer celebrates its Bretzelfest, or feast of cracknels, which lasts

three days, and this year there is an oflGlcial Feast Paper of many pages,

with a long list of the festivities.

As illustrative of student-expressions, and also of the abbreviation

of them, the following examples may be worth noting :

—

C. B. means Corpsbursche, and instead of writing for the plural

Corpsburschen the students write C. B. C. B. If I were a Corpsbursche,

they would describe me as C. B. Knowles.

Ren. means Renonce. It might be supposed to represent the French

word Renard, for its translation is Fox. I do not know what is the

origin of the word, but it may be derived from the French verb Renoncer,

to renounce, because the Fuechse, or Renoncen, renounce some of their

academic liberty upon joining a Corps, and subordinate themselves to

a self-chosen authority. Ren. Ren. is the abbreviation for the plural,

Renoncen.
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C. K. means Conkneipant, and the plural is C. K. C. K., or Con-

-kneipanten, associates of the Kneipe. They are neither C. B. C. B.,

nor Ren. Ren., and they cannot become Burschen, because that would

suggest that they had been Fuechse. As a rule, they cannot become

real members of a Corps, perhaps because they are not physically strong

enough for duelling, or perhaps because they belong either to an Imperial

or a Royal House, the members of which are not allowed to fight, or per-

-haps because they are too old to join the Corps as Fuechse. For instance,

if an Officer changed his profession, and chose to study at the University,

such a man could not be asked to become a Fuchs and to fight duels,

and yet he would be an eligible member of a Corps. Conkneipanten,

after they have left the University for some years, are given sometimes

what is called a Corpsschleife, a peculiar bow, or knot of ribbon, fastened

near the left top button-hole, or flower button-hole, of the coat. A
Conkneipant can become a Bursche without becoming a Fox if he

retires from the Corps, and then rejoins and fights, and perhaps he may

also receive the real ribbon of a Bursche at a Stiftungsfest, that is to

say, on a Founder's-day, or when he leaves the University. He has,

however, as a rule, no voice in the meetings of the Corps.

Inhaber der Corpsschleife is a past member of a Corps who is not

entitled to wear the band or Corps-ribbon, but only the Schleife.

Mitkneipanten are representatives of stranger Corps, who consort

officially with a Corps.

Verkehrgaeste are all manner of persons not belonging to the

Corps ; they may be officers in the Army, professors of the University,

or any other friends of position who come to spend evenings with the

Corps and to assist at a Kneipe. They are guests who come more or

less frequently, and with a certain regularity.

M. C, or in the plural M. C. M. C, are students continuing their

studies at another University, where they are considered as official

representatives of their Corps, representatives sent to the Convention of

a Corps by the Convention of a Corps, and accordingly the letters

represent either missus, or missi, conventu. Such, for example, are the

inactive members of a Corps, who go to another University where
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there is a Corps with which their own Corps is on terms of friend-

-ship. According to the friendly relations which exist, they are obliged

to present themselves officially, to visit the other Corps, and probably

to attend a Kneipe once a week. The more the M. C. M. C. visit the

Corps, the better it is : for, the friendly relationship will increase. At

the same time, members of a Corps with which there are no special

relationships can present themselves as M. C. M. C.

Attention may be drawn to the custom of wearing ribbons attached

to the watch. Each Corps has its watch-ribbon, which takes the place

of a watch-chain. These ribbons have special differences. In England,

one remembers the old fob, which was a little pocket made in men's

breeches, as a receptacle for a watch, and the word was allied to the

provincial German word Fuppe, which means a pocket. In former

years one frequently saw Englishmen wearing a broad, black ribbon with

seals or other ornaments attached to it, hanging from the fob. The

German student attaches to his watch a ribbon of his Corps-colours,

which hangs out of his pocket, mounted with metal, and at the lower end

is attached a metal ornament which is called a Bierzipfel, or a

Weinzipfel. There are other forms, for instance, the Sektzipfel, and

the Schnapszipfel ; these are, however, luxurious extras. Zipfel

means a tip, or point, and the four words might be translated,

a beer, wine, champagne or liqueur-ornament. The Bierzipfel

is the largest in size, and the others decrease in the order

named. The colours of the different watch-ribbons correspond with

the colours of the ribbons of the Burschen, or of the Fuechse, and

they are mounted in gold or in silver, according to what is called the

Percussion, or metal-mounting, of each Corps. Percussion is the name

given to a very narrow gold or silver border of the band, or ribbon,

worn by students across the breast. It is either of gold or of silver,

and it may be that the mounting of a Bursche is gold, and the

mounting of his Fuchs is silver. The rule is that if white appears

in the ribbon, the Percussion is silver, and if yellow, the Percussion is

gold.

One sometimes sees as a tie-pin a small Schlaeger, the hilt having

the colours of the owner's Corps. Such a pin may be noticed in one of

the illustrations.
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KOESENER SC-KALENDER.

PART III.

The Koesener-Senioren-Convent Kalender, or Calendar, the pocket-

-book for Corps-Students, compiled by all the Corps of the Koesener

SC, or Koesener Corps-Students' League, with an alphabetical arrange-

-ment by Universities, contains full information about the League, with

its aims and regulations, and the particulars about the different Corps,

with coloured plates of the ribbons of the Burschen and the Fuechse,

the shapes of their Caps, the Corps-Zirkel or monograms, and the

dates of the foundations of the Corps. The following information in

the main is extracted from it.

A Corps is an association of students who have matriculated in the

same University, and its object is to unite its members in true friend-

-ship, and, without influencing their religious, scientific, or political

views, to bring them up as representatives of an honourable society

of students, making of them men of character, true to duty.

The members of a Corps are divided into those who are active,

those who are inactive, and old members. The active members may be

divided again into Corps-Burschen (CB.), or, as we may say. Second or

Third-year Men, and Fuechse (F.), or, as we may say. Freshmen.

Particular Corps have created further divisions of those attached to

them ; as, for instance, Inhaber der Corpschleife (I. d. C), or, one who

is, or those who are, entitled to wear a knot of ribbon in the button-hole

called a Corpsschleife, and those attached to their Kneipe called

Conkneipanten (CK.)
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A member of a Corps can become a Corpsbursche only after he

has fought at least one bout, or Mensur. Fuechse may not take part

in the deliberation of the Convention of Seniors (SC), or of the

Koesener Senioren-Convent Verband, or League, (KSC.-V.), nor can they

be judges of honour, or umpires or seconds.

Inactive Corpsburschen (i. a. CB.) are those who, having been active

according to the rules of their Corps, are exempted, while still studying

at the University, from the special obligations which attach to the

active Corpsburschen, and are commended as such to the Convention

of Seniors (SC.)

Old members, or Alte-Herren, are those members attached to a

Corps, who, after completing their active and inactive membership,

are declared old members by the Corps, and granted the privilege of

wearing the Corps-Band.

Each Corps that joined the Koesener Senioren-Convent League

(KSC.-V.) after the year 1873 celebrates as its foundation day the date

of its joining.

The Convention of Seniors (SC.) is an association of two or more

Corps of the same University for the regulation and management of their

common affairs.

On May 25th, 1885, the Convention of Seniors of Giessen, Goettin-

-gen, Halle, Heidelberg, Jena, Leipzig and Marburg joined themselves

into a League under the name of the Koesener Senioren-Convent

Verband (SC.-Verband). Later, they were joined by the Conventions of

Berlin, Bonn, Breslau, Greifswald (1856), Freiburg & Tuebingen (1857),

Wuerzburg (1859), Erlangen (1861), Munich (1862), Kiel & Koenigs-

-berg (1865), Strassburg (1872), Zuerich (1878), Rostock (1882),

Innsbruck (1898), and Muenster (1908).

The aim of the Koesener Senioren-Convent League (KSC.-V.) is to

bind together the Conventions of Seniors of the German Universities and

to regulate the internal conditions of the entire body of German Corps-

-Students, allowing,the greatest indulgence for characteristic peculiarities

of the separate Universities, as well as to establish a Court of Appeal for

the settlement of their disputes.
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Resolutions are passed at the Koesener Congress (KC.) which takes

place annually in the week before Whitsuntide, to which each Convention

of Seniors sends a representative. The conduct of the business, as well

as the management of the Congress is settled by the Vorort, a title given

not only to the place of meeting of the Congress, but also to the par-

-ticular University which for the time being has the presidency and the

management of its affairs. The appointment of the latter changes in

alphabetical order among the members of the League, and its duties

begin at the termination of each ordinary Congress.

The separate Conventions of Seniors give each other information

about all important events in the following manner : Each Convention

sends its news in a registered letter by the 10th and the 25th of each

month to the Publishing Ofl&ce of the Academische Monatshefte, now

called the Deutsche Corpszeitung, or German Corps Paper, at Starnberg,

near Munich, where all the news is reproduced in print, and then

circulated among the different Conventions.

The Academische Monatshefte, of which the first number

appeared on April 26th, 1884, is the official paper of the Corps-Student-

-World, and its aim is to be the public mouthpiece of its principles, and

to be a binding link between the active and inactive students and the

old members.

The League of Old Corps-Students (Verband Alter Corps-Studenten)

unites by far the greatest number of existing Old-Member-Societies

(Alte-Herren-Verbaende) both at home and abroad, and keeps alive

the interest in Corps-Students in all those who are prevented from

having constant intercourse, either on account of distance or occupa-

-tion, and it has made it an especial business to advance the concerns

of Corps-Students by word and by deed. The League holds its meeting

every year at the conclusion of the Koesener Congress. Its conduct

is in the hands of a President, who is chosen every five years, and he

on his part selects a Committee for carrying on the business. At the

present time Nuernberg is the Vorort.

The University of Heidelberg was founded by Rupertus (modem,

Rupprecht) Carolus, Count Palatine and Emperor of the Holy Roman
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Empire, on October 18th, 1386, and the Corps of Heidelberg entered

the Koesener Senioren-Convent Verband, or League, on May 26th,

1855. The Koesener SC.-Kalender contains particulars about the

duelling-weapons. It states that the Sword has a hilt, that the

Fuechse do not wear a Band, and it gives x., xx., and xxx., as the

signs of the First, the Second, and the Third-in-charge of a Corps

respectively. Sometimes, as in Jena University, these crosses are

reversed.

The Suevia Corps was founded on March 27th, 1810. Its Burschen-

-band is black-yellow-white upwards, with a minute edging on

either side of gold. This edging, whether of gold or silver, is called

Perkussion. Its cap (Muetze) is yellow, and its motto is " Virtute

Constanti Fulget Salus", which may be freely translated, "Safety is

kept bright by constant Valour '\

It is federated with (Kartell) the Corps Hannovera-Goettingen,

Teutonia-Marburg : on terms of friendship with (befreundet) the Corps

Lusatia-Leipzig, Isaria-Muenchen : connected formally with (offizielles

Vorstellungsverhaeltnis) the Corps Guestphalia-Jena.

Members of the Suevia Corps are called Schwaben, from the ancient

national division of Schwaben, and the Latin word Suevia. The Hohen-

-zoUerns are Schwaben. Long live the Kaiser, His Majesty WiUiam II.,

who has completed a reign of twenty-five years, the head of the House

of Hohenzollern !

The Guestphalia Corps was founded on December 1st, 1818. Its

Burschenband is green-white-black, with a minute edging on either side of

silver. The Cap of the Burschen is green, and the Cap of the Fuechse is

green with a white stripe and two silver braids. The Cap of the

Conkneipanten is without the white stripe. The Corps has two mottoes

:

"In virtute honos^' and "Gloria virtutis comes", or, freely translated,

" Honour in Valour " and " The Companion of Valour is Glory".

It is federated with the Corps Suevia-Tuebingen, Misnia-Leipzig

(susp.), which is at present suspendiert, or suspended : on terms of

friendship with the Corps Franconia-Muenchen, Pomerania-Greifswald.

A Corps is said to be suspendiert, or suspended, if it is dissolved on

account of the want of members, or for some other good reason. In such
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a case, its active members are disbanded with the ribbon, or they are

transformed into Alte-Herren, or old boys. In order that the Corps may

be revived, three of the Alte-Herren must declare themselves, as a matter

of form, again active. Then, when a certain number of young members

have been newly admitted, and the lasting existence of the Corps has been

assured, the Alte-Herren may retire and again become inactive. More-

-over, three Corpsburschen of another Corps may constitute a suspended

Corps.

The Saxo-Borussia Corps was founded on December 16th, 1820,

and re-constituted on February 4th, 1840. Its Burschenband is white-

-green-black-white, with a minute edging on either side of silver. Its

cap is a white Stuermer. Its motto is :

'* Virtus sola bonorum corona '^

or, " The only crown of the good is Valour ".

It is federated with the Corps Borussia-Bonn, Starkenburgia-

-Giessen, Saxonia-Goettingen.

The Vandalia Corps was founded on March 8th, 1842. Its Bur-

-schenband is gold-red-gold, with a minute edging on either side of

gold. Its cap is a red Muetze. Its motto is :
" Eintracht haelt Macht ",

or, ** Union is strength ".

It is federated with the Corps Bremensia-Goettingen.

The Rhenania Corps was founded on January 15th, 1849. Its

Burschenband is blue (dark)-white-red, with a minute edging on either

side of gold. Its cap is dark-blue ; its Fuchs-cap (Fuchsmuetze) is dark-

-blue with white stripes and two gold braids. Its motto is :
" Virtuti

semper corona", or, " A crown always for Valour".

It is federated with Suevia-Muenchen : on terms of friendship with

the Corps Borussia-Breslau, Tigurinia-Zuerich.

At the end of the Koesener SC-Kalender is a Farbentafel, or table

of colours, of the bands of the Corpsburschen and Fuechse, with a

statement of the dates of the foundation of the Corps, giving

illustrations of their Zirkel, or Monograms, and describing their

caps. From the table, an extract as an illustration relating to

Heidelberg has been taken. In it, the crosses are the signs

of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd-man-in-charge of a Corps. " M." stands for

Muetze, and '' St." for Stuermer. '* Korb" refers to the basket-shaped
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metallic hilt of the Schlaeger used at Heidelberg as contrasted with

" Glocke", the bell-shaped hilt of the Glockenschlaeger used at Breslau,

Greifswald, Halle, Koenigsberg, Leipzig.

The basket-shaped hilt is somewhat like the guard of a single-stick,

and the bell-shaped hilt somewhat like that of a flueret, and both attached

to the tang, or the part of the sword-blade to which the hilt is fastened, and

cover the hilt in the grip of the hand. The ordinary word for a straight

sword is Degen, and for a curved sword Saebel, the former being used

generally for pointing and thrusting, the latter for cutting.
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CORPSZEITUNG

PART IV.

A Corps has among its literature a Corps Paper, or, Corpszeitung,

and a list of the addresses of its members, etc., and it sends printed

letters of information to its old, and also to its inactive, members.

A covering letter generally begins with the date, the Corps-zirkel, and an

inscription which appears to be almost biblical, " Before all things our

Greeting". Then it may continue: To their dear Old Members and

Inactive Burschen the undersigned Corps Convention have the honour of

sending the following information :

—

On a certain date, Inactive Corpsbursche H. became an old member

(alter Herr). •

On such a date, on account of the death of our dear old member

S, active in 1884-1885, 14 days' slight mourning.

On such a date, the First-in-charge, the Second-in-charge, and the

Third-in-charge retired from the administration of their charges.

Corpsbursche B will be the representative of the Corps during the

holidays.

The state of the Corps is as follows :—rThen there is printed a list of

names, addresses and particulars, and the letter ends :

—

** With the best wishes for the continued welfare of their dear Old

Members and Inactive Corpsburschen", and it is signed on behalf of

the Corps-Convention by the First-in-charge.

Some extracts from a Corps Paper will give an idea of the

general contents. On the outside cover is the Corps-zirkel, and

the inscription, it may be, for the Sommer-Semester, or Summer Term.
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The introduction has a touch which appeals to mankind, an allusion

to finance. It begins " Hochgeehrter Herr Corpsbruder " (Highly-

-esteemed Sir, Corps-Brother): I am commissioned by the Corps-

-Convention to submit to you the report of the past summer-term.

Will you be so good as to send so many marks for it and so many

marks for the Foundation Festival Fund, and so many marks for the

Corps-Convention-News of the coming term, supposing that you wish

to receive it ? Should the amount named not be received before

Christmas, the Corps-Convention will take upon themselves as hitherto to

collect it through the post, with an additional payment.

" Mit corpsbruederlichem Gruss im Auftrage des C.C. der", &c.,

(with Corps-brotherly Greeting, commissioned by the Corps-Convention),

it is signed by the First-in-charge.

The paper contains such information as the following :

—

On April 16th, there came to Heidelberg so many of the Active

Members of the Winter Term. A few days later the Third-in-charge

became inactive.

The following students joined as raw Fuechse, students in Chemis-

-try. Law, etc., and their names and titles are given with the addresses

of their parents, occasionally one being described as a son, or a nephew,

of our beloved old member so-and-so.

We should like to take this opportunity of giving our best thanks

to our old members who have introduced Fuechse to us, in the hope

that they may in the future still further support the Corps by similar

introductions.

It may here be mentioned that when it is hoped that a student

will join a particular Corps, the name is given to him of Spefuchs.

The election of those temporarily in charge of the Corps took place

at the beginning of the term, with the following result :

—

P .. .. VIxa.i.

F . . . . II (xx) a.i.

R . . . . XXX a.i.
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That means that P the First-in-charge, the sixth of his name, was

elected ad interim, F the Second-in-charge, the second of his name, and

an ex-Second-in-charge, was elected ad interim, and R the Third-in-charge

was elected also ad interim. This election was converted on May
15th into a permanent one.

As in the previous term there were no inactive, or old, members

staying in Heidelberg, with one exception who, with our inactive Corps-

-Brothers H, P, etc., was doing service in Darmstadt. They were our

regular guests. We were, moreover, visited frequently by our inactive

Corps-Brothers K, C, etc., and a friend staying in Muenster who was

introduced to us.

The strength of the Corps at the end of the term is as follows.

Then comes a list of those in-charge, the Corpsburschen, the Fuechse,

and the inactive Corpsburschen, with their Zirkel, etc.

There were 82 members of the Convention of Seniors of Heidelberg,

composed of 47 Corpsburschen, and 35 Fuechse.

The distribution among the different Corps was as follows :

—
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The Vandalia Corps we chose for umpiring, with the Suevia Corps in

reserve. We ourselves were chosen for umpiring by the Vandalia Corps.

With regard to the life in Heidelberg, the opening Kneipe of the

Corps-Convention in the middle of April marked the commencement

of the Summer Term.

Soon afterwards we had the pleasure of welcoming old members.

Visits of old and of inactive members were much more frequent

this Summer Term than they have been for a long time. Perhaps the

reason was that three active members were the sons, and two active

members were the nephews of old members of the Corps. The result

was that interest in the Corps increased and so the number of repre-

-sentatives at our Summer-gathering (Sommerkommers), which took

place on July 27th and 28th, was much larger than that in the previous

year.

On July 28th, all the Corps-Brothers assembled in the Bremeneck

(Restaurant), and, after an early pint (Fruehschoppen), they took the train

to Neckarsteinach, where we sat down at a table in the Harp (Harfe) Inn.

A trip by boat should have been made then as last year, in order to

admire the illumination of the Castle of Heidelberg ; but, a terrible

thunderstorm which began just at the moment of starting compelled

many to return by train, the remainder waiting till the rain was over,

when they were still able, with the boat, to be in time. In the evening,

all met happily again at the Kneipe.

I would remark here that formerly each Corps met at its Stammtisch,

or clan-table, if I may coin the expression, in some favourite and

adopted restaurant for Fruehschoppen at 11 o'clock in the morning. A

small metallic banner with the arms (Wappen) of the Corps was placed

upon the table to reserve it. This custom has been abolished, or modified.

And so now another Summer-gathering has slipped away, to the

satisfaction of all who were present, and we hope that next year many of

our representatives may come together again, and spend some happy

days with the active members of the Corps in Heidelberg.

In other respects the term passed in the usual way.
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That the Whitsuntide-outing (Pfingsttour) was a complete

success, everyone who took part in it will agree. This time

we paid a visit to Hornisgrinde, Mummelsee, Ruhstein, Triberg,

Neueck and Hoellsteig, then climbed the Feldberg and met our

Kartellcorps at the Titisee. Thence we crossed the Schluchsee and

St. Blasien to the Rheinfall at Neuhausen, and on Whitsunday we all

separated at Konstanz.

There was nothing new in the daily routine of the active members.

We carried on, naturally more cosily than the public festivities, our

internal affairs—Kneipen on Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, and

general expeditions on Sundays, which were made this year, farther

afield than previously, in the Odenwald and the Valley of the Neckar.

The term came to an end on August 9th, and on October 10th the

active members returned again to Heidelberg. To our great satisfaction

we were able during the course of the term to welcome quite a long

list of old and inactive members. We had visits from Kartell Corps-

-Brothers, from members of Corps having friendly relations with us, and

from guests and relations of Corps-Brothers.

In accordance with custom we circulate among all our Corps-

-Brothers the balance sheet of the Corps Newspaper Account, showing

the receipts and expenditure.

We allow ourselves further to send information about the change

of status and of the distribution of honours. One member has received

the order of the Red Eagle, 3rd class with the Knot, one is raised from

Geheime-Regierungsrat to Geheime-Ober-Regierungsrat, another from

Regierungsassessor to Regierungsrat, and another from Referendar to

Assessor, and another has become a Landrat. A member becomes an

Ober-Leutnant, so-and-so is engaged to be married, a son is born to one,

and a daughter is born to another.

The condition of the Foundation Festival Fund is next stated, and

the conclusion ends with the best wishes for the continued welfare of

their dear old members, and their inactive Corpsburschen, and then

follows the signature of the First-in-charge, on behalf of the Corps-

-Convention.
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Another illustration of the method of keeping a record of fighting

must be given. I have before me, taken at random, what appears to

be an ordinary sheet of writing-paper upon the four sides of which are

the details of eleven fighting-bouts. It is one of the ordinary fighting-

-reports (Mensurenbericht) circulated among the Corps. The first

page, here copied, is a sample of the rest.

0. B.T. V. 3. VIII. 06.

Saxoborussia c/a Guestphalia

^ Wahle Schoeller

€^ 1 Bl. 2 N. 1 Bl. N.
£_

Z BL N. Bl. N. o
IS ^

eg Unp. Schaffer sk\ (XX) X

Guestphalia c/a Vandalia

x* _ .

^ Poensgen XX Rimpau gj

g ^ 5. p. d. p. p. s. susp. n. 2^/4 Min. p |

il 2 Bl. 7 N. BL N. if

-§S^^ 1 BL N. BL N. I
S c. 0. t n- 4^**/* M^^-

^ Unp. Schaffer ^« (XX) X

Suevia c/a Guestphalia

^ Ewerding J^ Holtzel

'? b. z. Abf. s
e 2 Bl. N. 4 Bl. 1 N ^

^ 0-BL N." BL N
bietet n. 15 Min. Satisfaktion an.

Unp. Schaffer JO (XX) X
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O. B. T., &c., means the regular day fixed for fights with the

Schlaeger (ordentlicher Bestimmtag), in this case August 3rd, 1906.

In Heidelberg, there are two regular days in the week, namely, Tuesday

and Friday. But, if it be impossible to have fighting on one of those

days, another day is chosen.

The illustration is a record of three fights. The first fight is of a

Saxoborusse, who has the Zirkel of the Kartell-Corps Starkenburgia-

-Giessen and so is a ** Zwei-Baender " man, against (contra), or, as we

should say, versus, a Guestphale ; the second, of a Guestphale against a

Vandale ; and the third, of a Schwabe against a Guestphale.

The names of the combatants are printed underneath the names

of their respective Corps. On either side, are the names of the Seconds.

Where there are two or more names on one side, it means that the Seconds

were changed. A change might be made if, for instance, a Second broke

a rule three times, when the opposing Second might demand his with-

-drawal. The name of the Umpire (Unparteischer) is written below

the record of each fight.

The line in each record divides the wounds (Blutiger) and the

stitches (Nadel) into those above, and those below, the duelling-goggles

(Paukbrille), those above the line being described as ueber dem

Strich, those below as unter dem Strich. The goggles are made

of metal with a wire-network (Drahtgitter), to protect the eyes. They

are attached horizontally from the eyes by a strap fastened behind the

head.

In the second fight, 5 p. d. p. p. s. susp. n. 2f Min. (die fuenfte

Partie der pro patrid Suite suspendiert nach 2J Minuten) means that

the fifth fight, of the Guestphale and the Vandale, in the pro patrid

series of fights was suspended after 2| minutes. In a series of fights

between two Corps, when their quarrel is of a more or less serious

nature, there are fought so many duels as there are Burschen in the

weaker Corps. In this particular instance, the fight was suspended,

or broken-off, on the previous occasion, after 2f minutes, one of the

combatants perhaps being incapacitated. The cross signifies that the

fighter received his knock-out (Abfuhr), or that he had been knocked-

-out (abgestochen), so that he was prevented from continuing to fight
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for the prescribed fifteen minutes. As a matter of fact, this particular

fight lasted only two minutes ; for, it was declared at an end after

4J minutes, from which 2J minutes, the duration of the previous fighting,

must be deducted.

A single " c " means a surgical-dressing (Compresse), " c

"

doubled means a roller-bandage (Wickel), " c " trebled means a sur-

-gical-dressing and a roller-bandage, and " c " quadrupled means a

roller-bandage round the head (Kopf) and face (Gesicht).

These different meanings were introduced about ten years ago.

In the third illustration, the high-boot with the spur indicates

that the fighter was a Bummler, or lounger, in other words a non-Corps-

-Student. The fight in which he took part was not a regular fighting-

-bout (Bestimmungs-Mensur), but a real duel, or Contrahage, to which

he had challenged his opponent. Such a duel should last for 25 or 30

minutes, unless there has been a knock-out. In the particular case,

the challenger apparently considered himself satisfied at the end of 15

minutes (bietet nach 15 Minuten Satisfaktion an), although the cuts,

judging from their position and the stitches, dealt out, had been evi-

-dently mere scratches. The letters b. z. Abf. mean bis zur Abfuhr, or,

until the knock-out.

I have not touched upon the ethics of duelling, and I do not propose

to tread upon such delicate ground. Much literature on the subject

lies before me. I would point out, however, that Schlaeger-fighting

induces regularity of life, the hours of mental and of physical labour

being carefully adjusted, and that it produces nerve, and pluck, and

esprit de corps. And, I have not touched on the book-work of the

Students, with all its thoroughness (gruendUch) which one recognizes in

later life.

The daily physical training of a student resolves itself chiefly into

lessons at the fighting-school (Fechtboden) in the morning, and a long
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walk (Ausflug) in the afternoon, each Corps keeping its members

together as one united whole. Such an expedition would be made to

Neckargemuend, and the Griechische Weinstube, or to some other

favoured site in that favourite spot (Lieblingsort) the Neckar Valley,

returning in the gloaming by boat, floating down the river through the

wonderful greenery, fields, vineyards and gardens, with wooded hills on

either side, past Ziegelhausen, and past its glorious castle back to old

Heidelberg.

At my University in England, there was always an idea that members

of the Boat Club were likely to take high degrees, because they lived

regular lives, regular in work and regular in play, and, like Corps-students,

they were joined together in groups, of which each member was bound

in honour to his fellows, each for all and none for himself. Of a member

of the Athletic Club, it was said that he who runs may read, with

emphasis on the word may.

It must be admitted, I think, that training for Athletics in general

is likely to beget a healthy mind in a healthy body, mens sana in corpore

sano : but, the conclusion of the whole matter is this, that the German

with his Schlaeger in his hand adopts as his motto, and feels in his

heart, the trite saying of one of the greatest Statesmen of modern times

—

" we Germans fear no mortal man, our fear is only of God "
: Wir

Deutsche fuerchten Gott, aber sonst nichts in der Welt (Fuerst Otto

von Bismarck).

L. K.
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ADDENDUM.

With regard to the origin of the word Fuchs, the following letter

from Captain Aurel Poppauer is interesting.

Austro-Hungarian Embassy,

18, Belgrave Square, *

London, S.W.,

July 14th, 1913.

Dear Sir Lees Knowles,

To-day, I received from Vienna the expert's answer. He con-^

-firms, what I told you about "Fex" and, as regards the derivation of

the expression " Fuchs " (fox), he says, " As far as I know, the word

is taken from the Bible, where it is told, that ' Samson went and caught

three hundred foxes, and took firebrands, and turned tail to tail, and

put a firebrand in the midst between two tails. And, when he had set

the brands on fire, he let them go into the standing corn of the Philistines,

and burnt up both the shocks, and also the standing corn, with the

vineyards and olives ' ".—-Judges, xv. 4, 5.

From the hostility against the Philistines,—in Students' language^

" Philister " is the expression for all citizens not belonging to the Corps^

a word peculiar to students—, the expression " Fuchs " has been

accepted for "freshman".

The evidence I collected myself points also to the derivation from

the animal. The " Corps " are the offspring of the so-called " Lands-

-mannschaften " (fellow country-men), an older form of which is to be

found in the " Nationen " (nations) of the oldest Universities. Already,

in the year 1222, there were to be found four " Nationen " at the

University in Paris : they were officially recognised in 1249. In Prague

(Austria), when the first German University was founded in 1348, the

institution of the four " Nationen " was upheld, and at the later

foundations as well. In the beginning, a union of the students of the

same nationality, the Nationen and Landsmannschaften developed
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into *' Corps." The " Landsmannschaften " distinguished themselves,

as the Nationen had done, by carrying the colours of their country on

the shoulder-belt and on the knot of the sword. The modern equivalent

is to be seen in the " Band " and the '' Bierzipfel '*.

The derivation from the animal of the name "Fuchs", used already

by the predecessors of the Corps, can be proved from the fact, that all

expressions used by the students of older generations were Latin, and

not German. The freshmen were called, before the German language

became predominant, Pennale (Pennaeler), Neovisti, Caeci, Vituli,

Beani, Innocentes, Imperfecti, &c., and " Vulpeculae ", which is evi-

-dently equivalent to " Fuchs "—a word used also in the constellation

of " the fox and the geese "—and the derivation is not from Fex,

Feux or Feix

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) Aurel Poppauer.

P.S.—The word Pennale means pen-box, and it was used sometimes,

with the German plural Pennaeler, for junior scholars or fags, a spurious

word being thus formed. In the same way, I suppose the word Neovisti

has been made from the Greek and Latin, for the newly-seen, or the

new-comers. Beani from beanus means yellow-beaks (Gelb-schnabel, a

name for a young boy), one who is green. Vituli may be translated

calves, or nurslings.
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A Guide-book to Speyer-on-the-Rhine, issued by the Society for

encouraging strangers to visit the Town.

Printed by Jul. Kranzbuehler & Co., Speyer.

The translator of the German text is Sir Lees Knowles, who has

often visited Speyer, and knows it well. He has kindly undertaken the

work of translation and revision with the object—and, we acknowledge

it gratefully—of rendering a service to Speyer, and to his friends there.

It will be a pleasant surprise in the future for English and American

visitors to be able to obtain a Guide to Speyer in English. The book

can be obtained in the neighbouring towns of Heidelberg, &c.

Extract from the Speierer Zeitung, and from the

Rheinisches Volkshlatt, May 24th, 1913.

The Mayor

of the Kreishauptstadt,

Speyer.

To Sir Lees Knowles, Bart.^ C.V.O.

Dear Sir,—You have had the goodness to translate into English

the Guide of our Town of Speyer. Allow me, therefore, on behalf of the

Town Council, to express our heartiest thanks for the great service

which you have performed. As a token of our thanks, I ask you kindly

to accept the accompanying testimonial, to which are attached the Arms

of our Town. In the hope that the new Guide may soon bring many

more English friends to Speyer,

I remain, &c., &c., &c.,

(Signed) D^ juris Hertrich,

June 8th, 1913. Buergermeister.
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OLD HEIDELBERG
jAlt Heidelberg von Joseph Victor von SchefFel)

The English Words by Sir Lees Knowles, Bar*, C.V.O.

Alt Heidelberg, du feine,

Du Stadt an Ehren reich.

Am Neckar und am Rheine,

Kein' and're kommt dir gleich.

Stadt frohlicher Gesellen,

An Weisheit schwer und Wein,

Klar zieh'n des Stromes Wellen,

Blauauglein blitzen d'rein.

Und kommt aus lindem Siiden

Der Fruhling liber's Land,

So webt er dir aus Bluten

Ein schimmernd Brautgewand.

Auch mir stehst du geschrieben

In's Herz gleich einer Braut,

Es klingt wie junges Lieben

Dein Name mir so traut.

Und stechen mich die Domen
CJnd wird mir's draus zu kahl,

Geb' ich dem Ross die Spornen

Und reit' in's Neckarthal.

Old Heidelberg, whose beauty

enshrines in honour rare

the glorious Rhine and Neckar,

thou art beyond compare !

Whilst joyous bands of comrades

drain wisdom from thy wine,

eyes clear and blue are sparkling

where streaming wavelets shine.

Soft blow the southern breezes

—

spring glints in saffron pale,

and weaves for thee in flowerets

a shimmering bridal veil.

As youth a bride's caresses

excite to burst in flame,

my being, loved one, quickens

graved in my heart thy name !

Thorns shall not choke my pathway,

nor cares my joy assail:

I'll spur my steed, and hie me
adown the Neckar-dale.
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The English words by
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LIED DES TROMPETERS VON SACKINGEN,

J. V. VON SCHEFFEIi,
Moderato.
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